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Enforcement and Complaints Handling

The enforcement of the provisions of the Estate Agents Ordinance and its

subsidiary legislation is mainly carried out by the Enforcement and

Complaints Sections.

The Enforcement Section monitors the practice of licensees by paying

visits to places of estate agency business including first sales sites and

conducting compliance checks. During inspection, breaches of the

provisions of the Estate Agents Ordinance and its subsidiary legislation

may be uncovered following which appropriate actions will be taken to

rectify the breaches. The Complaints Section safeguards the compliance

of the Estate Agents Ordinance and its subsidiary legislation through

handling complaints against l icensees suspected of malpractice

and misconduct.

Both Sections, apart from handling reported cases of non-compliance and

complaints of malpractice and misconduct against licensees, also handle

enquiries from the public and the trade. In particular, the Complaints

Section manned a duty room where enquirers might meet the duty officer

in person or by phone through the telephone hotline enquiry service.

Through such interactive services, enquirers are given the opportunity to

express their views and understand the role of licensees better. Where

appropriate, instant advice will be given to the enquirers so that minor

disputes can be resolved amicably. To assist complainants in lodging their

complaints more precisely and to enable them to understand the complaint

handling procedure better, a standard complaint form has been uploaded

in the EAA website and a pamphlet on complaint handl ing has

been prepared.
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The action taken following the conclusion of a substantiated complaint or

case of non-compliance would depend on the seriousness of the breach.

For minor substantiated cases as well as certain unsubstantiated cases,

letters of advice on good conduct and practice would be issued to the

licensees concerned. Serious cases would be referred to the Disciplinary

Committee which might exercise disciplinary powers over the licensees

concerned if the case was found substantiated. Such powers include

issuing a warning, reprimand or admonishment, imposition of a fine, or

the revocation or suspension of the licence, or the attachment of conditions

thereto. Cases involving criminal acts would be referred to the appropriate

law enforcement agencies such as the Police and the Independent

Commission Against Corruption for further action.
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Enquiries

Handled by Complaints Section 3,841

Handled by Enforcement Section 4,967

Enforcement Section

Cases of non-compliance 535

Reported allegations 841

Non-compliance Cases Discovered during Inspection

Reported Allegations

Breach of the Estate Agents Ordinance 236

Breach of the Practice Regulation 314

Breach of the Licensing Regulation 266

Others 25

Complaints Section

Cases of complaint 505

Reported allegations 772

Complaints

Reported Allegations

Conduct and practice 442

Breach of the Estate Agents Ordinance and 175

its subsidiary legislation

Standard of service 12

Professional competence 11

Others 132
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Progress

A total of 1,820 cases were handled during the year under review, including

544 cases carried over from the previous year, as follows :

Cases completed 1,281

Investigation in progress 496

(21 cases pending decision of Disciplinary Committee)

Pending court decision 21

Pending investigation by other bodies 22

(Police, Independent Commission Against Corruption,

Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data)

Substantiated Cases

Among the 1,281 cases completed during the reported period, 122 cases

were subsequently mediated or withdrawn. 87 cases were curtailed

because of insufficient information to pursue. 566 cases were found to be

substantiated. 506 cases were found to be unsubstantiated.

Actions Taken

Revocation of licence 13

Suspension of licence 15

Attachment of conditions to licence 161

Fine* 8

Referred to other bodies 13

(Police, Independent Commission Against Corruption)

Reprimand 4

Letter of warning 103

Letter of advice 769

* Fines collected is accredited to the Treasury of the HKSAR
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